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[57] ABSTRACT

A test circuit according to the present invention is so

constructed that a memory has a data scramble function and
a write pattern can freely be set and changed in a test mode.

Each of data lines is a pair of complementary lines. A data

scrambler and a data descrambler are arranged on the input

and output sides, respectively. A latch circuit receives some
ofrow addresses and supplies eightpairs of scramble signals

CHNG to the data scrambler. An ENTRY/EXTT circuit

outputs a TEST signal for selecting the normal and test

modes. The latch circuit controls the modes in response to

the TEST signal In the test mode, the data, the data

scrambler scrambles write data of the data lines in response

to a scramble signal, and the data descrambler descrambles

read data read out to the data lines from each memory cell

in which the write data is stored, in response to the scramble

signal, to return the data to the state prior to the scramble.

33 Claims, IS Drawing Sheets
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TEST CIRCUIT OF SEMICONDUCTOR
MEMORY DEVICE HAVING DATA

SCRAMBLE FUNCTION

This application is a CONTINUATION of application

Ser. No. 08/391,536, filed Feb. 21, 1995 now abandoned.

BACKGROUND OFTHE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a semiconductor memory
device having a large memory capacity and, more
specifically, to a semiconductor memory device having a

high-speed, high-precision test mode.

2. Description of the Related Art

A parallel-bit test mode is set in a DRAM posterior to the

generation of a 1-Mbit DRAM in order to shorten the test

time increasing in accordance with an improvement in

packed density of semiconductor memories. The number of

DQG, DQ gates; DQO to DQ7 and DQO to DQ7, comple-

mentary data lines; and CSL, a column selection line

(indicated by hatching). The word lines WL are connected to

a low decoder. The eight pain of the complementary data

5 lines are connected to an I/O circuit shown in FIG. 1 via a

DQ buffer (not shown).

As mentioned above, the 8 bits can be distributed to the

eight columns remote therefrom, which is however unfa-

vorable since the wiring of the column selection lines CSL
10 is rniniaturized, the pattern of a column decoder (not shown)

is miniaturized, and the area thereof is increased in order to

make one-to-one correspondence between the column selec-

tion lines CSL and the DQ gates.

In the distribution of 8 bits to be tested simultaneously, as
15 shown in FIG. 2, they are not necessarily independent ofone

another. Since the same data is written in the test mode, if the

relationship between BL and BL and the relationship

between DQ andDQ are the same at the DQ gates, it is only

the same data that can be written to the 8 bits. The retort
bits capable of being tested simultaneously is increased two ^^test mode therefore has a drawback in

,
which a r^d $y$m

is incapable of detectmg a defect having a4>at|^
ii^sitiyitv

to data! For example, a defect in data, which can be detected

n

times whenever the generation of memory capacity of

DRAM goes by, for example, 4-bit parallel for 1-Mbit

DRAM, 8-bit parallel for 4-Mbit DRAM, 16-bit parallel for

16-Mbit DRAM, and 32-bit parallel for 64-Mbit DRAM,
thus preventing the time for testing all the bits from increas-

ing. In other words, the time for testing all the bits in a

normal access mode increases four times for each

generation, whereas the increase in time can be reduced to

two times by using a test mode.

The prior art test mode described above has the following

function. Entry to the test mode is made in a cycle ofWCBR
(WE and CAS signals are activated before RAS signal is).

After that, data input by a normal write operation is written

as the same data to each of a plurality of bits. The plurality

of bits of data are read out in parallel. If all the read-out data

coincide with one another, a high-level signal is output If

the data include a different one, a low-level signal is output

Consequently, the plurality of bits can be tested at once in

the test mode.

Though the foregoing test mode has the great merit of

shortening the test time, it cannot necessarily cover all test

i

|tejQgL because there are some defective items wnicn cannot

be detected in tte prior art testmode,The defective items are

caused by the pIuraHty"6rbits winch are not necessarily

independent of one another but have a common word line.

It is needless to say that the bits to be tested can be

considered to be almost is completely independent by sepa-

rating them sufficiently from one another on a cell array. If,

however, the hits are so separated, a method of activating

word lines WL and column selection lines CSL in the test

mndg Offers from a normally-used one, thus increasing in.

waste of a control system. Since, furthermore, an internal

defect havingJUMttern ^nativity

^

25

30

35

40

45

50

onfy when inverted data is written every one column, cannot

be detected in the prior art test mode .

The prior art test mode is also considered to be imperfect

under the other condition. For example, a defect that the

word lines WL do not start to operate as a kind of defect in

row address. When the relationships between BL and SO
and between DQ and DQ are always the same, the same data

is written to all the 8 bits shown in FIG. 2 in the test mode.

There occurs an avoidable imbalance in pattern at the DQ
and DQ gates or DQ buffer, and there is strong possibility

that all the data lines DO latch data to a low or high level

when a cell signal is set at zero. Therefore, tfee prior art test

mode Has a drawback in which a defect in data canqptJ>c

detecteTTsuiee the detection is basedLon whether all bits

coincide With" one another^

In spite oflhe above drawbacks of the prior art test mode,

if the bits are tested by the front and back patterns, four

16-Mbit blocks are finally grouped into one bit, and thus the

bit can always be detected by either of the patterns.

However, when the bits are tested independently for every

16 Mbit block (or when a row address having a defect is

detected) for the purpose ofreplacement of redundancy as in

the test mode for die sort, the defect cannot be detected even

by testingJhe bits by the front and back patterns^
J

" "
,

As described above, the prior art test mode is capable of /

reducing in test time is not necessarily omnipotent for all /

data items to be tested, and has a drawback of being /

incapable of detecting a defect in some of the data items. I

4,

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

operation different from a normal one is performed, the bits It is accordingly an object of the present invention to

55
are not tested correctly.

FIG. 1 is a view for explaining a parallel test I
ror

example, a 32-bit parallel test far a 64-Mbit DRAM sho vn

in FIG. 1, will now be described. In a test mode, as sho svn

in FIG. 17, 32 bits to be tested simultaneously are divu ed
into four 16-Mbit cell array blocks GB1 to CB4 each havlBg-go

8 bits. Each hatched block is a 512-Khit cell block. The 8

bits belonging to one 16-Mbit block ofthe 16-Mbit cell array

blocks are distributed to adjacent eight columns formed on

the same word lines, as indicated by broken lines as memory
cells CELLO to CELTJ in FIG. 2.

In HG. 2, WL, word lines; BLand BE, complementary bit

lines; SAPC, sense amplifiers and bit-line precharge circuits;

65

provide a semiconductor memory device which allows data

to be written in a free pattern and improves the capability of

"detecting a delect in data in a test mode and thus heightens

the rate of use of the test mode thereby to shorten the test

time.

Hie above object is attained by the constitution of a

semiconductor memory device having a data scramble

circuit, comprising:

a plurality of data transmission lines connected to

memory cells;

signal latch means for latching a signal for setting a

scramble condition of data transmitted through each of

the plurality of data transmission lines;

09/02/2003, EAST version: 1.04.0000
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3 4
data scrambling means for scrambling the data in accor- FIG. 18 is a circuit diagram showing another embodiment

dance with the scramble condition; and of the present invention,

control means for detennining a test mode, and transmit- nPTAnpn tyr^pptfttom rw rw*
ting the scramble condition from the signal latch means ^^SSSSSSS^
to the data scrambling means to operate the data 5

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

scrambling means. FIG. 3 shows one (CB1) of lf>Mbit cell arrays according

According to the semiconductor memory device having to an embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 3 also

the above constitution, the data scrambling means allows a shows circuits operated in a test mode and not a circuit

test pattern to be freely written, as data mixing 'XTand operated in a normal access mode (e.g., a demultiplexer in

to a plurality of cells from which data is read out in parallel 10 a read mode). As illustrated in FIG. 3, a data scrambler 11
in a test mode. for receiving signals and a data descrambler 12 for trans-

Additional objects and advantages of the invention will be mitring signals are arranged, and a latch circuit 13 for

set forth in the description which follows, and in part will be receiving some of row address signals and supplying eight

obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice pairs of scramble signals CHNG and CHNG to the scram-
of the invention. The objects and advantages of the invention 15 bier 11 and an ENTRY/EXIT circuit 14 for outputting a
may be realized and obtained by means of the instrumen- TEST signal for selecting one of normal and test modes, are

talities and combinations particularly pointed out in the formed. In the latch circuit 13, the modes are controlled in

appended claims. response to the TEST signal output from the circuit 14. Data
lines IS are constituted of pairs of complementary lines

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 20 RWD and RV?D,

The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in
According to the circuit arrangement described above,

and constitute a part of the specification, illustrate presently
when test^ to be tested in P^el is written, its pattern

preferred embodiments of the invention, and together with
be converted to a ^skcd one bv ^ scrambler 11

the general description given above and the detailed descrip-
md

>
when me test ***** h read mt

* its Pattem a™
tion of the preferred embodiments given below, serve to

converted by the data descrambler 12 in the same scramble

explain the principles of the invention.
situation to return the test condition to the original one

rrrr* % • * * ^ llUiintliW _ . . . determined before the test data is supplied to the data
FIG. 1 is a view of a 64-Mbit DRAM chip, for explaining

scrambler 11
a 32-bit parallel test therein;
™~ „ , . ** j » t. • _ ^ jeA _ FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram showing the arrangement ofthe

n£^ aJ^f^ 30 ckcmtsofHG.3mc^^ukam cmp or riu. i.
in FIG. 3 includes a demultiplexer 16 and a multiplexer 17

FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram of the main part of an operated in a normal access mode, an error detection circuit
embodiment of the present invention; \^ and the like. The error detection circuit 18 detects

FIG. 4 is a circuit diagram showing a constitution of the coincidence and noncoincidence of data from the results of
embodiment of FIG. 3 more specifically;

35
the test In the test mode, test data Din is supplied from an

FIG. 5 is a view showing an example of waveforms ^P*11 Pad through an input circuit 19. A result of the test is

indicating a cycle of entry to a test mode; transmitted through the error detection circuit 18 and an

FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram showing a specific example of
0UtPut^L20 and *** obtained as * signal Dout from an

a data scrambler of the embodiment of FIG. 3; 40
°U ^ DRAM used m the embodiment is assumed

_ . . . J . , .„ ,
to be a x 1-bit product

FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram showing a specific example of ^ - 4. . . , . A ^
a data descrambler of the embodiment of TO. 3; -

™C °^fons of shown m *K3. 4 will now
_„ ...... be described.
FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram showing a specific example of CT« e , * . . _ _ A ^

a latch circuit of the enSodiment ofHgT t ™J Sb
?%T^""*?*^ a cycte of entry to ttie„ . . . . Jt L . ' 45

test mode. After a WCBR cycle starts, a WE signal cycles
FIG. 9 is a circuit diagram showing an arrangement of a two times with a RAS signal at a low level, and 8-bit

demultiplexer and its peripheral device of FIG. 4; addresses AO to A7 are specified at the second fall of the
FIG. 10 is a circuit diagram showing a constitution for WE signal

controlling the demultiplexer of FIG. 9; The above addressing is as follows. The addresses AO to

FIG. 11 is a circuit diagram showing an arrangement of a so A7 are assigned to the eight bits of memory cells CELLO to

multiplexer, an error detection circuit, and their peripheral CELL7 tested simultaneously as indicated by hatching in

devices of FIG. 4; FIG. 2. The following convention is determined. The test

FIG. 12 is a circuit diagram showing a specific example to ^ mPut m me test mode is transmitted as it is when

of the multiplexer of FIG. 11; ^ address signal is "0", while the test data is reversed when

FIG. 13 is a circuit diagram showing a constitution for 55 ^ ^
<<1M

*

controlling the multiplexer of FIG. 12; Assuming that all addresses AO to A7 are "0" in the

TTT^- i a • . * ^ . .« . . , second cycle of WE signal, data is written or read as it is
FIG. 14 is a timing chart of operations ofthe circuit shown / ... _ v . , r7x LTT , . , ,

in FIG 4* (without being scrambled). This test mode is thus the same
*

'
. . . . .

as the prior art test mode. If A0="0n
,
Al="r, A£="0",

FIG. 15 is a circuit diagram showing a constitution of the a A3="r,A4=^,A5="l",A6="(r andA7="r, the inverted
main part of an example applied to the embodiment of the ^ is Triton every one bit
present invention, having a scramble information monitor FIG. 6 is a circuit diagram of a specific example of the

^L°
D

'
. . „ ^ ^ t

data scrambler 11 of FIG. 3 or 4 which is constituted based
HG. 16 is a circuit diagram of a specific example of a on the assumption of the above convention in the test mode.

scramble monitor circuit; tt Since> m me embodiment shown in FIG. 3. there are eight
FIG. 17 is a timing chart including a monitor cycle of the pairs of data lines 15 (RWD and RWD lines), each of the

present invention; and eight pairs requires the data scrambler shown in FIG. 6 Hie

09/02/2003, EAST version: 1.04.0000
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RWD and RWD lines are so formed that data is inverted or

not through a series-connected inverter 112 and clocked

inverter 113 or through a clocked inverter 114. The inverter

112 and clocked inverter 113 are controlled by the scramble

signals CHNG or their inverted signals CHNG, and acti-

vated complementarily to each other.

If CHNG=H (high level) and CHNG=L (low level), the

data from the input buffer 111 is inverted by the inverter 114,

whereas ifCHNG=L and CHNG=H, the data is not inverted

because it passes through the two inverters 112 and 113.

Needless to say, these inverters can be replaced with transfer

gates ofCMOS, and various modifications can be applied to

the data scrambler 11 of FIG. 6.

FIG. 7 is a circuit diagram of a specific example of the

data deserambler 12 corresponding to the data scrambler

shown in FIG. 6. The circuit arrangement of the data

deserambler of FIG. 7 is the same as that of the data

scrambler, except for the input and output directions oppo-

site to those of the circuit shown in FIG. 6. It is also needless

to say that the data deserambler of FIG. 7 is provided for

each of the eight pain of data lines 15, and various modi-

fications can be applied to the deserambler.

FIG. 8 is a circuit diagram of a specific example of the

latch circuit 13 shown in FIG. 3. The latch circuit is provided

for an address A0(R) (R: row address) and required for each

of 8-bit addresses AO to A7. Hie address AO is connected to

one input of a NAND gate 133 via a CMOS transfer gate

131, controlled in response to a TEST signal, and a latch

circuit 132. The other input of the NAND gate 133 is

supplied with theTEST signal. The NAND gate 133 outputs

a signal CHNG, and the signal is changed to CHNG by

means of an inverter 134.

According to the circuit arrangement shown in FIG. 8, if

the TEST signal is at a low level, data is not inverted when
CHNG=L and CHNG=H. In the normal mode, the TEST
signal is fixed to the low level. If, in the cycle of ENTRY as

shown in FIG. 5 , a row address buffer is operated, row

addresses Ax(R), Ax(R) (x=0 to 7) are designated, and the

TEST signal rises up to the high level, the row address

Ax(R) is latched. This latched signal produces signals

CHNG and CHNG. Needless to say, various modifications

can be made to the circuit arrangement shown in FIG. 8.

FIG. 9 is a circuit diagram showing an arrangement of the

demultiplexer 16 and its peripheral device of FIG. 4. In FIG.

9, the same elements as those of FIG. 4 are indicated by the

same reference numerals. The demultiplexer includes eight

pairs ofCMOS transfer gates 161 and 162 for controlling the

transfer of complementary data of signal Din supplied to the

input circuit 19 in response to signals MO to M7 and MO to

WJ, These transfer gates 161 and 162 are connected to eight

pairs of data lines (RWDO, RWDO) to (RWD7, RWD7).

FIG. 10 shows a circuit for generating the signals MO to

M7 andMO toM7 from input addresses. Assume that all bit

strings of 3 bits are utilized. If an address (Ai Aj Ak) is (1

1 1), there occurs an increment from (Ai Aj Ak) to (Ai Aj

Ak), or from (0 0 0) to (1 1 1). Eight NAND gates 163 are

provided for inputting their corresponding bit strings. Each

output of the NAND gates 163 is connected to one input of

each of eight NAND gates 164 corresponding thereto. The
other inputs of the NAND gates 164 are supplied with an

inverted signal TEST of TEST signaL The AND gates 164

output signals MO to M7 or signals 555 to WI through

inverters 165.

FIG. 11 is a circuit diagram showing an arrangement of

multiplexer 17, error detection circuit 18, and their periph-

eral devices ofFIG. 4. In FIG. 11, the same elements as those

8,641

6
of FIG. 4 are denoted by the same reference numerals. The
error detection circuit 18 for detecting the coincidence/

noncoincidence of test data, includes a NAND gate 181

connected to data lines RWDO to RWD7 of eight pairs of

5 data lines RWDx and RWDx (x=G to 7) through which

signals are supplied to the multiplexer 17, aNAND gate 182

connected to signal linesRWDO toRWD7 thereof, an EXOR
gate 183 supplied with signals output from the gates 181 and

182, and an inverter 184 through which an output signal of

to the EXOR gate 183 is supplied to a switching circuit 190.

The switching circuit 190 includes clocked inverters 191 for

activating a test signaL (For example, when a signal S is

generated, the clocked inverters activate it to a high level.)

the circuit 190 also includes an inverter 192 for forming

is complementary data lines. The complementary data lines are

connected to input terminals (nodes DN and DN) of the

output circuit 20.

FIG. 12 is a circuit diagram showing a specific example

of the multiplexer 17 of HG. 11. As shown in FIG. 12, the

20 eight pairs of data lines RWDx and RWDx (x=0 to 7) are

connected to their respective eight pairs of CMOS transfer

gates 171 and 172 which are controlled by signals Dx and
Bx (x=0 to 7). While the eight data lines RWDx are

connected in common through the transfer gates 171, the
25 eight data lines RWDx are connected in common through

the transfer gates 172. The common connecting points of the

data lines RWDx and RWDx are connected to their corre-

sponding nodes DN and I>N of the output circuit 20.

FIG. 13^shows a circuit for generating the above signals
30 Dx and Dx from input addresses. In this circuit, an inverter

174 is connected to each output of NAND gates 173
corresponding to the NAND gates 163 shown in FIG. 10.

TheNAND gates 173 are all supplied with an inverted signal

TEST ofTEST signal. The inverters 174 produce signals DO
35

to D7 or signals DO to D7 through inverters 175.

The operation of entry to the test mode in the circuit

shown in FIG. 4, will now be described with reference to the

timing chart of FIG. 14.

If theWE signal and CAS signal are activated prior to the

RAS signal (WBCR cycle) and theWE signal is counted two
times, the ENTRY/EXIT circuit 14 generates aTEST signal

at the second activation of the WE signaL Simultaneously, a

row address buffer is operated to take row addresses A0(R)

45 to A12(R) into the chip. Of these row addresses, addresses

AO to A7 are input to the latch circuit 13 to be latched by a

TEST signal, with the result that input data is scrambled.

Unless a special EXIT cycle operation is performed, the test

mode is not released, and the scrambled state remains in the

50 DRAM.
A write operation of the test mode will now be described.

Awrite operation for a normal DRAM can be carried out if

the RAS, CAS, and WE signals are all returned to a

precharge state after completion of the ENTRY cycle. For

55 example, in the x 1-bit DRAM as described above, write

data input from a pin of data input Din is transferred, as the

same 8-bit data, to each of 16-Mbit cell arrays.

When the write data passes through the data scrambler 11

provided for each 16-Mbit array, it is scrambled based on the

go set scrambled state. More specifically, data corresponding to
"0" of 8-bit scramble signals CHNGx (x=0 to 7) passes

through the data scrambler 11, whereas data corresponding

to "1" is inverted and the inverted data is transmitted to each

bit The 8-bit data, which is transmitted to the eight pairs of

65 RWD lines through the data scrambler, is written to an

addressed one of two 512-Kbit cell blocks, in other words,

the 8-bit data is input to the eight columns shown in FIG. 2
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and written to the eight bits of memory cells CELLO to

CHI J1 whose word lines have been actuated.

A read operation of the test mode will now be described.

A normal read operation can be performed by writing data

to all cell arrays or some of the cell arrays necessary far a

test As shown in FIG. 2, all data of the cells connected to

the word lines WL selected by the row addresses are

amplified by the sense amplifiers. Of these data, the 8-bit

data selected by the column selection line CSL are read out

from the pairs of data lines DQ and DQ and amplified again

by their corresponding DQ buffers (not shown). The ampli-

fied data are read out from the eight pairs ofRWD lines as

shown in FIG. 4. The data of these RWD lines are trans-

mitted to the output circuit 20 through the data descrambler

12.

Whether the 8-bit data coincide with one another or not is

determined by the error detection circuit 18 before the data

is transmitted to the output circuit 20. If they coincide, signal
"1" is output from the output pin DouL If not, signal

4*0** is

output therefrom. The 8-bit data read out from the memory
cells to the RWD line do not generally coincide with one

another even when no errors occur since the data are

transmitted through the data scrambler 11 in the write

operation. However, the state set in the data descrambler 12
is the same as the scramble state set in the data scrambler 11;

therefore, the 8-bit data outputfrom the data descrambler 12
are returned to the write state and coincide before being

scrambled if the data have no errors when they are output

from the data descrambler 12.

The coincidence/noncoinddence in the error detection

circuit 18 can be determined by the same circuit arrange-

ment as that of a conventional parallel bit test mode deter-

mination circuit The present invention can be attained by
the data scrambler 11 interposed between the input circuit

and RWD line pairs and the data descrambler 12 interposed

between the RWD line pairs and output circuit. To control

these scrambler and descrambler, the latch circuit 13 and
ENTRY/EXIT circuit 14 are needed.

FIG. 15 is a circuit diagram showing a constitution of the

main part of an example applied to the embodiment of the

present invention. This example has a scramble information

monitor function for externally monitoring information as to

how data is scrambled. The circuit arrangement shown in

FIG. 15 is the same as that of the conventional circuit in that

the row address buffer 22 and column address buffer 23 are

connected to each of pads 21 to which addresses AO to A7
for setting conditions of the scrambler are input In FIG. 15,

a scramble monitor circuit 24 is connected to each of the

pads 21 in addition to the buffers 22 and 23. The scramble

monitor circuit 24 is controlled by a signal MON.
FIG. 16 is a circuit diagram specifically showing the

scramble monitor circuit 24. The circuit 24 includes a

P-channel MOS transistor 241 arranged alongside a power
supply and controlled by scramble signals CHNGx (x=0 to

7), an N-channel MOS transistor 244 arranged alongside a

ground potential and controlled by the scramble signals, and
P- and N-channelMOS transistors 242 and 243 connected in

series between theMOS transistors 241 and 244. The gate of

the transistor 243 is supplied with the signal MON, and the

gate of the transistor 242 is supplied with an inverted signal

MON of signal MON from an inverter 245. A connecting

point of the transistors 242 and 243 is connected to the pad
21 of the corresponding address Ax (x=0 to 7).

FIG. 17 is a timing chart including a monitor cycle. In the

test mode (in which TEST signal is at a high level) after the

ENTRY cycle before the EXIT cycle, the signal cycles

8,641
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two times. The monitor signal MON thus starts to rise, and
the latched scramble state is output from, e.g., an address pin
(not shown). The scramble state can thus be confirmed on
the tester side. "OPEN" in FIG. 17 means a time period

5 during which a driver (not shown) of the tester is opened.

FIG. 18 is a circuit diagram showing another embodiment
of me present invention in which a bidirectional data scram-
bler 25 is used. In FIG. 18, the same elements as those of
FIG. 3 are indicated by the same reference numerals. The

L0
operation of the circuit is basically the same as that of the

circuit of FIG. 3 and thus its description is omitted.

According to the above embodiments, a write pattern can
be freely set in the test mode by incorporating the data

scrambler, and a parallel test for items, which were not be
detected conventionally, can be carried out Consequently,

the degree of freedom of the parallel test is greatly

improved, a large variety of items for the parallel test can be
prepared, and the whole test time can be shortened.

In the above embodiments, as shown by the timing chart

zq
in P10- me TEST signal rises at the second fall of

WE signal in the ENTRY cycle and falls at the rise of
RAS signal in the EXIT cycle. The ENTRY/EXIT circuit 14
for selecting the test mode can be operated in the other

cycles. The TEST signal can be caused to rise by supplying

^ a signal to the pad without any specific cycle.

Additional advantages and modifications will readily

occur to those skilled in the art Therefore, the invention in

its broader aspects is not limited to the specific details, and

representative devices shown and described herein.

30
Accordingly, various modifications may be made without

departing from the spirit or scope of the general inventive

concept as defined by the appended claims and their equiva-

lents.

What is claimed is:

1. A semiconductor memory device having a data

Y scramble circuitJbomprising

:

^ a plurality of data transmission lines connected to each of

a plurality of memory cells;

signal latch means for latching a signal for setting a

40 scramble condition of data transmitted through each of

said plurality of data transmission lines;

data so-ambling means for scrambling the data in accor-

dance with the scramble condition; and

control means for determining a test mode, and transmit-

45 ting the scramble condition signal from said signal

latch means to said data scrambling means to operate

said data scrambling means, wherein the data transmit-

ted to one of said plurality of memory cells is inde-

pendent from data transmitted to another one of said

50 plurality of memory cells.

2. The semiconductor memory device according to claim

1, wherein said signal latch means uses row address signals.

3. The semiconductor memory device according to claim

2, wherein said data scrambling means includes a data

55 scrambler for scrambling the data in accordance with the

scramble condition in the test mode and changing the

scrambled data to write data to be written to each of said

plurality of memory cells, and a data descrambler for

Unscrambling read data, which is read out from said each of
60 said plurality memory cells to said plurality of data trans-

mission lines, in the test mode.
4. The semiconductor memory device according to any

one of claims 1 to 3, wherein said control means starts the

test mode by a predetermined signal cycle to activate said

65 data scrambling means, and releases the test mode by
another signal cycle to make said data scrambling means
inactive.
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5. The semiconductor memory device according to claim write data transmitted to one of said plurality of

4, wherein said control means includes a signal generation memory cells is independent from write data transmit-

circuit for generating a test control signal for controlling the ted to another one of said plurality of memory cells,

test mode, said test control signal controlling transmission of 12. The test circuit according to claim 11, wherein said

the scramble condition from said signal latch means to said 5 signal latch circuits latch row address signals, the number of

data scrambling means. said signal latch circuits corresponding to bits of said row
6. The semiconductor memory device according to claim address signals, and each of said signal latch circuits deter-

1, further comprising monitor means for outputting the ruining one ofinversion and noninversion of one data of said
scramble condition of the data. plurality of data transmission lines by one bit of the latched

7. The semiconductor memory device according to claim 10 signal.

3, further comprising detection means for detecting an error 13. The test circuit according to any one of claims 11 and
of complementary data of the data of said plurality of 12, wherein said controller includes a signal generation

transmission lines transmitted through said data descram- circuit for generating a test control signal determined by a
bier. first signal cycle and a second signal cycle, said first signal

8. The semiconductor memory device according to claim 15 cycle starting the test mode to activate said data scrambler

3, wherein said data scrambling means includes a bidirec- and said data descrambler, and said second signal cycle
tional data scrambler having both functions of said data releasing the test mode to set said data scrambler and said

scrambler and said data descrambler. data descrambler in a normal data transfer mode.
9. The semiconductor memory device according to claim 14. The test circuit according to claim 13, wherein said

3, further comprising: 20 test control signal controls transmission of the scramble

an input circuit for inputting data; condition from said signal latch circuits to said data scram-

a demultiplexer interposed between said input circuit and oler to sai<*^ descrambler.

said data scrambler and having a signal path for dis- *f^ test circuit according to claim 13, further com-

tributing data supplied from said input circuit to said prising a monitor for outputting the scramble condition of

plurality of data transmission lines connected to said 25 me (^ata"

data scrambler; 16 - The test circuit according to claim 15, wherein said

an output circuit for outputting data; and monitor supplies latch signals output from said signal latch

a multiplexer interposed between said output circuit and finding «*nal address pins

said data descrambler and having a signal path for w
17* The te^circmt adding to claim 11, further com-

collecting data, transmitted from said data descrambler
30 *? v °

f^^f^
to said plurality of data transmission lines, to said

**ta of the data of said plurality of transmission hues

output circuit
transmitted through said data descrambler.

10. The semiconductor memory device according to claim
18

'^ accordinS t0 claim 11
>

com'

9, wherein said control means includes a signal generation
pnsmg '

circuit for generating a test control signal for starting the test 311 mPut circuit for inputting data;

mode by a predetermined signal cycle to activate said data a demultiplexer interposed between said input circuit and
scrambling means and releasing the test mode by another said data scrambler and having a signal path for dis-

signal cycle to make said data scrambling means inactive, tributing data supplied from said input circuit to said

said test control signal controlling transmission of the plurality of data transmission lines connected to said

scramble condition from said signal latch means to said data
40

data scrambler;

scrambling means and controlling operations of said dernul- an output circuit for outputting data;*^™d^™1*^ , A
'

. a multiplexer intend between said nntpnt rm-,rit mA
11. A test circuit of a semiconductor memory device, saio&_d^3l^and having a signal path for

comprising:
45 collecting date, transmitted from said data descrambler

a plurality of data transmission lines corresponding to t0 said plurality of data transmission lines, to said
each of a plurality of memory cells to be selected, for output circuit; and
transmitting data,

.
.

a detector for detecting an error of complementary data of
signal latch orcuite each for latemng a signal for setting the data of said plurality of transmission lines trans-

a scramble condition of the data; a said^ descrambler.
a data scrambler for scrambling the data in accordance 19. The test circuit according to claim 18, wherein said

with the scramble condition and changing the controller includes a signal generation circuit for generating
scrambled data to write data to be written to each of a test control signal for starting mc^ by a
said plurality ofmemory cells through said plurality of termined signal cycle to activate said data scrambler and
data transmission lines wherein data is scrambled such 55 releasing the test mode by another signal cycle to make said
that different data is writable to different ones of said ^ta scrambler inactive, said test control signal controlling—inmojy_ceJlsj \ transmission ofthe scramble condition from said signal latch

\ a data descrambler for descrambling read data^hich is circuits to said data scrambler and controlling operations of
read out from each of said plurality of memory cells to said demultiplexer and said multiplexer,
said plurality of data transmission lines, in accordance 60 20. The test circuit according to claim 18, wherein said
with the scramble condition; and detection means includes an error detection circuit for

a controller for determining a test mode, and transmitting determining whether complementary data of the data trans-

the scramble condition from each of said signal latch mitted to said plurality of data transmission lines through
circuits to said data scrambler to activate said data said data descrambler coincide with one another, and a
scrambler and transmitting the scramble condition from 65 switching circuit controlled by the test control signal, said
each of said signal latch circuits to said data descram- switching circuit supplying an output to said output circuit

bier to activate said data descrambler, wherein said in the test mode.
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21. A data scramble circuit of a semiconductor memory

device, comprising:

a transmission path comprising a plurality of data trans-

mission lines for transmitting data corresponding to

data on said data transmission lines to each of a

plurality of memory cells to be select;

signal latch circuits each for latching a signal for setting

a scramble condition of the data;

data scrambling means provided on said transmission

path, for scrambling the data in accordance with the

scramble condition in a test mode and changing the

data being transmitted through said transmission path;

and

control means for determining the test mode, and trans-

mitting the scramble condition from said signal latch

circuits to said data scrambling means to operate said

data scrambling means, wherein said data transmitted

to one of said plurality of memory cells is independent

from data transmitted to another one of said plurality of

memory cells.

22. The data scramble circuit according to claim 21,

wherein said signal latch circuits latch row address signals,

the number of said signal latch circuits corresponding to bits

of said row address signals, each of said signal latch circuits

determining one of inversion and noninversion of one data

of said transmission path by one bit of the latched signal, and

said signal latch circuits determine the scramble condition.

23. The , data scramble circuit according to any one of

claims 21 and 22, wherein said data scrambling means
includes a data scrambler for scrambling the data in accor-

dance with the scramble condition in the test mode and

changing the scrambled data to write data to be written, in

parallel, to each of said plurality ofmemory cells, and a data

descrambler for descrambling read data, which is read out in

parallel from said each of said plurality of memory cells to

said transmission path, in accordance with the scramble

condition in the test mode.
24. The data scramble circuit according to any one of

claims 21 and 22, wherein said control means includes a 40 comprising:

data scrambler having functions of said data scrambler and
said data descrambler.

29. The data scramble circuit according to claim 23,

further comprising:

an input circuit for inputting data;

a demultiplexer interposed between said input circuit and

said data scrambler and having a signal path for dis-

tributing data supplied from said input circuit to said

transmission path connected to said data scrambler;

an output circuit for outputting data; and

a multiplexer interposed between said output circuit and

said data descrambler and having a signal path for

collecting data, transmitted from said data descrambler

to said transmission path, to said output circuit

30. The data scramble circuit according to claim 29,

wherein said control means includes a signal generation

circuit for generating a test control signal for starting the test

mode by a predetermined signal cycle to activate said data

scrambling means and releasing the test mode by another

signal cycle to make said data scrambling means inactive,

said test control signal controlling transmission of the

scramble condition from said signal latch circuits to said

25 data scrambling means and controlling operations of said

demultiplexer and said multiplexer.

31. The data scramble circuit according to claim 29,

further comprising detection means for detecting an error of

complementary data of the data transmitted to said trans-

mission path through said data descrambler.

32. The data scramble circuit according to claim 31,

wherein said detection means includes an error detection

circuit for determining whether complementary data, of the

data transmitted to said transmission path through said data

descrambler, coincide with one another, and a switching

circuit controlled by the test control signal, said switching

circuit supplying an output to said output circuit in the test

mode.

33. A data scramble circuit of a semiconductor device,

10

15

20

30

35

signal generation circuit for generating a test control signal

for starting the test mode by a predetermined signal cycle to

activate said data scrambling means and releasing the test

mode by another signal cycle to make said data scrambling

means inactive, said test control signal controlling transmis-

sion of the scramble condition from said signal latch circuits

to said data scrambling means.

25. The data scramble circuit according to claim 24,

wherein said data scrambling means is normally set in a data

transfer mode, said data transfer mode being a mode other

than the test mode.

26. The data scramble circuit according to claim 21,

further comprising monitor means for outputting the

scramble condition of the data.

27. The data scramble circuit according to claim 26,.

wherein said monitor means supplies latch signals output

from said signal latch circuits to corresponding external

address pins.

28. The data scramble circuit according to claim 23,

wherein said data scrambling means includes a bidirectional

45

50

55

a transmission path, including a plurality of data trans-

mission lines for transmitting data corresponding to

data on said data transmission lines to each of a

plurality of memory cells to be selected;

signal latch circuits, each for latching a signal for setting

a scramble condition of the data;

a data scrambler provided on said transmission path, for

scrambling the data in accordance with the scramble

condition in a test mode and changing the data being

transmitted through said transmission path; and

a controller for deterroining the test mode and transmit-

ting the scramble condition from said signal latch

circuits to said data scrambler to operate said data

scrambler, wherein the data transmitted to one of said

plurality of memory cells is independent from data

transmitted to another one of said plurality of memory
cells.
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